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Black lives matter +++ Hanau: 140 sqm for never forgetting +++ 14.06.: This is how 

solidarity works - indivisible action day +++ 17. to 19.6. in Erfurt and from everywhe-

re: Youth without borders with online activities for the conference of interior minis-

ters +++ 20 June: From Sea to City - Online conference and campaign launch +++ 24 

June in Wiesbaden: Because of Corona and generally - Relocation program now! +++ 

15th to 18th July (in planning): digital transborder summer camp +++ New network 

platform: trans-border.net +++ Brochure on the Transborder Summer Camp +++ 

WatchTheMed Alarm Phone Updates from Central Med, Aegean and Western Med ++

+ Deportation Alarm: Facebook group against deportations +++ Reviews: 8th July 

May: denazification now; 23 May: Seabridge actions; 30 May: transnational social 

strike mobilization for an European residence permit +++ Outlook: 25 to 29 August 

in Leipzig and online: Future for All Congress; 2 to 5 September: Transnational De-

centralised Days of Action 5 years after the March of Hope 

DEAR FRIENDS!

Black lives matter! After the brutal murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis, the wave of pro-

test against racist police violence is spreading from the USA to Europe and the world and 

back again. An incredible 50,000 in Vienna, very large demonstrations in many cities in Ger-

many - despite the warnings and restrictions due to the pandemic. Nobody could have imagi-

ned this not so long ago, and once again it demonstrates the stubbornness and self-dyna-

mics of social movements. And the spontaneous ability to mobilize and the broad ancho-

ring of anti-racist struggles! Whether and how this new movement will be sustained is diffi-

cult to predict. Even if the renewed cause is bitter: that it is transnational protests against 

racism and police violence that break the isolation of the Corona crisis is only great for 

the time being.

 

Originally we wanted to start our newsletter again with "Hanau", where the initiative has 

meanwhile opened its new social center with a moving video clip on 19 February: 

https://19feb-hanau.org/2020/05/04/140qm/ . The short film impressively captures the si-

multaneity of desperate sadness and angry strength with which the relatives of the vic-

tims of the racist terrorist attack have repeatedly made it into the mainstream media in re-

cent weeks. And there was a quick connection to the USA. Because recently a woman from 

the families of the victims asked us the same question: "In America a black man was murde-

red and everywhere there are big demonstrations and fights. In Hanau nine people were kil-

led and everything is quiet. Don't we need an uprising here too?" 



Yes, that is shortened, because the list of dead of racist police violence in the USA is very long

and the struggles 

against it have an even 

longer, strong history. 

And yet this new friend,

who certainly never 

had anything to do with

traditional political 

organization, hits the 

right point. The 

polarised times and 

the racist escalation at the external borders as well as in the inner cities of Europe 

would have long since deserved a whole series of social uprisings. 

We cannot and do not want to talk away the fundamentally defensive situation, even after 

the last few days with the impressive mobilisations. Again and again we wrote here in the 

Kompass Newsletter about the roll-back, which has been dominating since 2016, and at the 

same time we still put the often quiet, everyday struggles in the foreground. With Corona 

everything seemed to become even more complicated. Because the virus is undoubtedly a 

terrible threat. However, "hygiene and distance rules" made it difficult to imagine a new soci-

al offensive.

Has Black lives matter already overtaken the situation sustainably? In any case, the mass de-

monstrations of the last few days have stirred up the leaden times. Hopefully the weird coro-

na protests from the right with their crude conspiracy theories don't need to occupy us fur-

ther. Instead, there is fresh impetus to think about new progressive possibilities. Possibilism 

is back and has immediately shaped the meeting of We'll Come United. More than 40 acti-

vists met for the first time physically again in Berlin last weekend and immediately took up 

the inspiration from the street. For the beginning of September - exactly five years after 

the March of Hope and the breakthrough on the Balkan route - the plans for decentrali-

zed days of action - from regional to transnational - have been renewed. The various 

aspects of everyday and institutional racism and thus also the entire border regime are to be 

targeted with a variety of actions from 2 to 5.9.2020. 

If we look at the calendar above, on the one hand the strategic conferences stand out. Se-

condly, the various efforts to further develop transnational networking. Both are necessary 

and both are important. And both of these have to relate decisively to everyday struggles 

and the building and expansion of structures of solidarity. In the recently published brochure 

on the transborder summer camp, it was once again formulated as follows: "In the face of 

states of emergency and intensified nationalist sentiments, our struggles for freedom of mo-

vement and equal rights seem to be ever more on the defensive…. (But) all around the glo-

be, countless initiatives alongside the principle of mutual aid emerged. They create a sen-

se of cross-over-solidarity and build structures outside or even against the framework given 

by neoliberal governments. Does this present us with new opportunities for emancipatory 
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struggles?…No question: we have to move within the ambivalences of the new crisis, and 

we will continue our daily struggles. Freedom of movement is both, a practice and a vision – a 

practice and a vision of transnational solidarity during and beyond COVID-19.“

In this spirit,

Anti-racist greetings from the Kompass Team
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DATES AND INFORMATION FOR JUNE AND JULY 2020

BLACK LIVES MATTER

It is in all media and therefore here 

"only" - in reference to the remarkab-

ly large demonstration in Vienna with

50,000 participants - the worth 

seeing link to an ORF interview with 

one of the organizers, which 

immediately establishes the link to 

the deportation murder of Marcus 

Omofuma in Vienna in 1999 and thus 

addresses the broader context of in-

stitutional racism.

HTTPS://TVTHEK.ORF.AT/PROFILE/

ZIB-NACHT/13890328/ZIB-NACHT/

14054084/BLACK-LIVES-MATTER-ORGANISATOR-HAMOUDAH-ZUM-PROTEST/14708647

Umbruch had already created an impressive photo page for the first solidarity demo in Berlin:

„The death of George Floyd, who was killed Monday in a brutal

Police action was stifled, continues to move people. In Berlin on Sunday 2000 people gathe-

red in front of the US embassy in memory of Georg Floyd and to make it clear. It's not a Indivi-

dual case and it concerns Germany.

FOTOS: HTTPS://UMBRUCH-BILDARCHIV.ORG/GERECHTIGKEIT-FUER-GEORGE-FLOYD/ 

Also, as a reading recommendation on the situation in the USA, an interesting interview in 

Spiegel:

HTTPS://WWW.SPIEGEL.DE/POLITIK/AUSLAND/PROTESTE-IN-DEN-USA-TODESROECHELN-EINES-STER-

BENDEN-AMERIKAS-A-CA0F4194-FEFB-44E7-BF3F-0603915298DE

 
140 SQUARE METRES OF NEVER FORGETTING

Remembrance means 

making change: on May

5th we officially ope-

ned our meeting point 

at the Heumarkt in Ha-

nau. Despite Corona 

we have renovated and

planned in the last 

weeks and now the 

time has finally come. 

The room costs us roughly 2500 Euro per month and we have a contract that runs for a mini-
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mum of three years. Because remembrance and making change means many years of working

together. We therefore ask for your support in our fundraising campaign.

On 19th February 2020 nine people were murdered in Hanau with racist motives. Not only 

did the perpetrator injure many more people, he also broke the hearts of countless people. 

Together, we are now creating a place of coming together, of remembrance and of trust. A 

meeting point for counselling and networking, for support and for new strength. A social 

space both public and at the same time protected, where people can talk about grief, experi-

ences of racism and solidarity.

140 square metres in Krämerstrasse 24, which can be used for everything that relatives, fri-

ends and those affected by racism in Hanau need and want now. We want to create this space

together with everyone, regardless of what passport, skin colour or religion we have. We will 

keep the memory alive and we demand investigative clarification and justice:

WEBSITE: HTTPS://19FEB-HANAU.ORG/2020/05/04/140QM/ 

BETTERPLACE: HTTPS://WWW.BETTERPLACE.ORG/DE/PROJECTS/80047 

FACEBOOK: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/19FEBRUARHANAU/VIDEOS/637776150109878/ 

YOUTUBE: HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/3ZWOA4DQPSU

THE ORIGINAL IS IN GERMAN, BUT AN ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SHORT FILM IS AVAILABLE. IF 

YOU GO TO EINSTELLUNGEN/SETTINGS IN YOUTUBE AND THEN TO UNTERTITEL/SUBTITLES YOU CAN 

CLICK IT TO ENGLISH.

AND VERY WORTH SEEING ARE SOME MAINSTREAM REPORTS IN WHICH ESPECIALLY THE RELATIVES 

THEMSELVES HAVE THEIR SAY:

HTTPS://WWW.ZDF.DE/POLITIK/LAENDERSPIEGEL/VIDEOS/DREI-MONATE-NACH-DER-TERRORTAT-IN-

HANAU-100.HTML

HTTPS://WWW.HESSENSCHAU.DE/GESELLSCHAFT/HANAUER-ANSCHLAGSOPFER-SOLL-TAETER-VER-

FOLGT-HABEN-DER-HELD-DER-NICHT-DURCHKAM,HANAU-100TAGE-PAUN-HELD-100.HTML

HTTPS://WWW.TAGESSCHAU.DE/INLAND/HANAU-OPFER-103.HTML

 
14.06.2020: THIS IS HOW SOLIDARITY WORKS - INDIVISIBLE ACTION DAY

"The #Corona pandemic exacerbates existing in-

justices. We're not gonna let that happen!“ Therefore 

#indivisible and many other groups, movements and 

initiatives call for a day of action under the motto 

#sogehtsolidarisch.  

 Let's set out on the road to an anti-racist, social & 

climate friendly society! For a better life for all! Join 

the band of solidarity.

Sunday, 14 June 2020, 2 p.m. - we demonstrate 

responsibly and with distance

On the street and on the net we show: #So-

gehtSolidarisch #

YOU CAN FIND A GREAT MOBI VIDEO HERE: HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/VUSFEJZ1AFI . CALL (ALSO BELOW), SI-

GNATORIES*, LOCATIONS AND ACTION CONCEPT CAN BE FOUND AT: 

HTTPS://WWW.UNTEILBAR.ORG/SOGEHTSOLIDARISCH/
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17. - 19.6.2020 IN ERFURT AND FROM EVERYWHERE: YOUTH WITHOUT BORDERS 
WITH ONLINE ACTIVITIES FOR THE IMK 2020

For sea rescue, right to stay and admission - against deportations, camps and racism!

The Conference of Interior Mi-

nisters will take place from 17 

to 19 June 2020. The ministers 

of the interior also decide on re-

fugee policy there. So that we 

can be heard despite Corona, 

we are making as much noise as 

possible online this year.

Post a photo with a poster or 

mouthguard with your demand 

to the Conference of Interior 

Ministers and send it to your friends*!

Choose online the deportation master 2020 and join us for our gala evening on June 17th at 

7 pm! 

Why is that important?

We say: solidarity must apply to all - unconditionally and from the very beginning. Because 

nobody must be left behind! #LeaveNoOneBehind

Together in solidarity we say: #WeHavePlace and demand the immediate admission of pro-

tection seekers from Greece, a dissolution of all camps and the decentralized accommodation

of protection seekers!

Together in solidarity, we oppose a policy that focuses on and demands isolation and depor-

tation: #Right of stay instead of deportation!

Together in solidarity, we demand an end to anti-migration policies and rhetoric and the 

complete investigation of all murders suspected of being racist. Because nobody must be for-

gotten! #SayTheirNames

YOU CAN FIND THE CALL HERE! HTTP://JOGSPACE.NET/AUFRUF/  

FURTHER INFORMATION: HTTP://JOGSPACE.NET

 
20.06.2020: FROM SEA TO CITY - ONLINE CONFERENCE AND CAMPAIGNSTART

On 20 June, the start of a series of online conferences will take place after the original plan 

for a real conference in Palermo had to be postponed indefinitely due to Corona. 

From the presentation of the new transnational alliance:

„On June 2020 the Conference “From the Sea to the City” was scheduled to be celebrated in 

the city of Palermo bringing together mayors, city representatives, European civil society 

actors, search and rescue NGOs and representatives of the European institutions, with the 

objective of advocating for an active role of cities in European migration politics. Due to the 

health emergency crisis across the world, the conference will be postponed until next year.

The Conference is an initiative by the Consortium “From the Sea to the City” and it is thought 

to be the first step in the process of creating a European network of  cities and communities 

whose initiatives and actions will be part of a joint campaign with the aim to advocate for an 

active role of cities in European migration politics….“
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„From the Sea to the City’ aims to join forces to reimagine the European stance on migration 

with cities and human rights at the center. With this vision we want to send a strong signal to 

the European institutions that we want to pursue a welcoming and human-rights based mi-

gration and refugee policy before Germany takes over the presidency of the EU Council in 

July 2020. Welcoming refugees and migrants in our municipalities and cities is a chance to de-

mocratize Europe further from below: it is the cities that bear the brunt of managing migrati-

on, thus it is the cities that should also have a say in the European migration policy.“

MORE INFORMATION AND DIAL-IN DATA FOR PARTICIPATION HERE SOON: 

HTTPS://FROMSEATOCITY.EU

24.06.2020 WIESBADEN: BECAUSE OF CORONA AND GENERALLY - RELOCATION 
PROGRAM NOW!

In front of the Hessian state parliament, a rally, throwing tents, exhibition material and more 

are to be used to put pressure on the state relocation program. From the draft appeal: "It is 

time to actually implement the much invoked solidarity now: Refugees from the camps at the

external borders must be taken in - right now. The facts are all known. The camps on the 

Greek islands have been hopelessly overcrowded for years, the people are waiting in small 

tents, there are always deaths due to fires and conflicts, the sanitary facilities are completely 

inadequate, neither water nor food nor medical care is available in sufficient quantities. The 

Covid19 pandemic is now exacerbating existing ills in an intolerable way. Refugees are among

the groups that are hit hardest by the consequences. It is therefore more urgent than ever to 

evacuate people from the camps on the Greek islands, to stop obstructing sea rescue, to 

create safe escape routes and to enable people who are on the run to arrive and live in digni-

ty. Hesse can make a contribution to this by finally adopting the state reception programme 

for refugees with special vulnerability, which is laid down in the coalition agreement. Hesse 

could thus do justice to its claim to a policy that respects human dignity. Schleswig-Holstein 

and Thuringia have already adopted such programmes. …"

15.-18.07.2020 (IN PLANNING): DIGITAL TRANSBORDER SUMMER CAMP

There are first ideas and datas, but still no finished concept for this digital Transborder camp. 

But it is closely related to the transnational mobilisation for early September, see the note 

below on the transnational days of action in September.

NEW NETWORK PLATFORM: WWW.TRANS-BORDER.NET   

In May, a new website was launched, 

which has its history in the Noborder 

activities of the last 25 years and, in-

spired by the transborder summer 

camp in July 2019, will try to provide 

a new platform to the continuous 

transnational networking:
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“Ever since Fortress Europe started to deter migration, to force people on the move to take 

ever more dangerous routes, to detain, to exclude, to remove whomever dares to questions 

who has the right to move and who does not, people have resisted. People have continued to 

move, have found loopwhole and secret routes. And every since, people have found together 

to fight for freedom of movement and equal rights.

First transnational meetings to coordinate activites against deportations and to support refu-

gees and migrants beyond borders took place already in 1996. The noborder network appea-

red in 1998 in the first noborder camps. During the last 20 years a manifold spectrum of net-

works has appeared and developed an impressive continuity, a continuous struggle for free-

dom of movement and equal rights for all.

This website wants to show this struggle, highlight the different networks, places and groups

that make it up today, reflect on the last 25 years, and discuss the path ahead.”

 
BROCHURE ABOUT THE TRANSBORDER SUMMER CAMP

From the intro of the brochure:

“From Helsinki to Brazzaville, from Tangier to Izmir – 

the Transborder Summer Camp brought more than 500

activists from more than 90 cities together. An impres-

sive composition, a series of exceptional discussions, 

plenaries and workshops – and many inspiring encoun-

ters and exchanges: in our evaluations we all agree, it 

was unforgettable and inspiring! We once formulated 

the goal “to build and extend infrastructures for free-

dom of movement and equal rights”– and we think this 

is exactly what we managed to do in those six days at 

the ZAD near Nantes. The initiative for the camp was 

started by Welcome to Europe, but many other net-

works got involved and mobilized and prepared for the 

camp. We decided, not to do an open call-out, but rat-

her, to approach groups and initiatives, whom we knew 

from all our networks and through concrete projects, individually. As a result, friends, who 

are active on the ground, informed and invited more friends, who are also involved in their lo-

cal struggles. The atmosphere in the camp was characterized by mutual respect and an inte-

rest to learn from each other, by an eagerness to create more exchange and even better co-

operation along all routes of flight and migration and in the transit and destination cities. Of 

course, this brochure cannot reproduce and cover all exchanges and discussions in the camp. 

But it includes several texts and articles, which are exemplarily for the spectrum of topics and

as well for the whole approach of this summer camp. The message was very clear at the end 

of the camp: we go on, from the local to transnational level, and we will not give up fighting 

for our demands. Despite increasingly hard and repressive times and against the ongoing roll 

back of migration control, we will continue our daily struggles and structures against the bor-

der regime. Within the last months we reflected again on the camp in several meetings and 

already we pre-decided: we want to come together latest again in a similar composition in 
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summer 2022, after three years. This brochure might help to keep the idea vivid as well as the

contacts. We hope, that more people, who like this kind of activism, who missed the last 

camp or who just started initiatives with a similar approach, can also find to us – for the daily 

struggles and for the next Transborder Summer Camp.”

HTTPS://TRANS-BORDER.NET/INDEX.PHP/BROSHURE/

  
WATCHTHEMED ALARM PHONE UPDATES AND REPORTS FROM CENTRAL MED, AE-
GEAN SEA AND WESTERN MED

The Alarm Phone Project continues to fight on all three central routes of the Mediterra-

nean Sea for the right to escape and migrate on safe routes and against the systematic 

human rights violations of the border police and coast guards, which have escalated fur-

ther in recent weeks. 

ALL REPORTS AT A GLANCE HERE: HTTPS://ALARMPHONE.ORG/EN/

Central Med:

Malta’s Dangerous Manoeu-

vres at Sea

Witness testimonies and vi-

deo evidence suggest that 

the Armed Forces of Malta 

endangered the lives of 101

people in distress before fa-

cilitating their arrival in Italy

HTTPS://ALARMPHONE.ORG/EN/2020/05/20/MALTAS-DANGEROUS-MANOEUVRES-AT-SEA/?

POST_TYPE_RELEASE_TYPE=POST

 

Sabotage, Delays and Non-Assistance: Another 

day in Malta’s SAR zone

Alarm Phone reconstruction of the distress case 

where a boat with 66 people on board was allegedly 

sabotaged by the armed forces of malta (8-10 APRIL 

2020)

HTTPS://ALARMPHONE.ORG/EN/2020/05/03/SABOTA-

GE-DELAYS-AND-NON-ASSISTANCE/?

POST_TYPE_RELEASE_TYPE=POST

 

Aegean Sea

Push Backs: the new old Routine in the Aegean Sea

The greek coastguard systematically attacks refu-

gee boats and exposes them to life threatening si-

tuations while turkish authorities stand aside.

Over the past two weeks, Alarm Phone was contac-

ted twice by people in the Aegean Sea who found 

themselves in distress after being attacked and sa-
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botaged by the Greek coastguard and masked men. Reportedly, this occurred once in Greek 

and once in Turkish waters. In the first incident, the migrant boat was pushed back and, for 

hours, both Greek and Turkish authorities stood aside, watching the distressed shuffling 

water out of their boat with their shoes. In the second incident, the Greek authorities took 

the chance, with no other witnesses around, to even sabotage the boat inside Turkish 

territorial waters and then quickly escape the scene.

Alarm Phone is very concerned about the recent increase in reports of attacks on migrant 

boats. Since early March 2020, we have received 28 emergency calls from the Aegean Sea – in

most of these cases, the distress resulted from attacks on boats carried out in Greek waters. 

In 18 of these cases, survivors reported of push backs where vessels of the Greek coastguard 

were involved and “masked men” had attacked them. They reported of dangerous actions, 

such as circling around their boats and causing waves, threats with guns, theft of their petrol,

destruction of engines and, also, the towing back of boats to Turkish waters where they were

left adrift. In some cases, they also reported Greek coastguard vessels ramming their boats, 

and Greek officers shooting with live ammunition in the water or air around them and bea-

ting them up. Alarm Phone is alarmed also by the dangerous lack of immediate intervention 

from the Turkish authorities to rescue a boat in distress. In many of the reported cases, they 

simply stood aside for many hours, watching and documenting the actions of the Greek 

forces. ….

HTTPS://ALARMPHONE.ORG/EN/2020/05/14/PUSH-BACKS-THE-NEW-OLD-ROUTINE-IN-THE-AEGEAN-

SEA/?POST_TYPE_RELEASE_TYPE=POST

 

Western Med Analysis

The period covered in this Alarm Phone Western Med Regional Analysis is, of course, an ex-

ceptional period due to the impact of Covid-19 in the transit country, Morocco. Crossing att-

empts came close to an halt on most Western Mediterranean routes. Only the passage to the 

Canary islands remained somewhat open. Apart from keeping the distress hotline running 

and accompanying 7 boats on their perilous journeys across the western sea routes, the 

Alarm Phone attempted to support its members as well as the communities of people in tran-

sit; an act of solidarity with those whose already precarious position was further undermined 

during these hard times of lockdown  in the Kingdom of Morocco. 

HTTPS://ALARMPHONE.ORG/EN/2020/06/06/WESTERN-MED-REGIONAL-ANALYSIS/?POST_TYPE_RE-

LEASE_TYPE=POST

 
DEPORTATION ALARM: FACEBOOK-GRUPPE 
AGAINST DEPORTATIONS

With this Facebook group we inform about when and 

where deportations with charter flights take place. If 

you yourself have information about possible collecti-

ve deportations, send us a message. If you know peo-

ple who might be affected by a deportation, invite 

them to join the group.

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/DEPORTATION-ALARM-

104254887925080/
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REVIEWS

08.05.2020 DENAZIFICATION NOW

In several cities on May 8th - and thus still extremely limited 

by Corona - different actions under the title "Denazification 

Now" took place, among other things to mark places and insti-

tutions where right-wing and racists are active or where extre-

me right-wing activities are tolerated or even encouraged.

HTTPS://WWW.WELCOME-UNITED.ORG/DE/75-JAHRE-SIND-NICHT-

GENUG-ENTNAZIFIZIERUNG-JETZT/

HTTPS://INTERVENTIONISTISCHE-LINKE.ORG/BEITRAG/ENTNAZIFI-

ZIERUNG-JETZT

 
23.05.2020 SEABRIDGE - EUROPE-WIDE DAY OF ACTION

Leave-no-one-behind actions took place in over 50 cities and 8 countries. Together with our 

allies, we demand the evacuation of all camps and especially the inhuman camps in Greece!

We want a European policy that defends human rights and does not break them, we want a 

Europe that welcomes people and does not shoot at them at the border!

We call on our governments, the Commission and all those who can act to take action now! 

Time is running out! Come with us on the streets and join us in calling for a humanitarian poli-

cy and the evacuation of all camps!

HTTPS://SEEBRUECKE.ORG/LEAVENOONEBEHIND/AKTIONEN/

 
30.05.2020 TRANSNATIONAL SOCIAL STRIKE

The Isolation is Broken. A 

Transnational Struggle for a 

European Residence Permit

In Morocco, Lebanon, Turkey, Spain, 

Italy, France (Paris, Marseille, Lille, 

Orleans), Belgium, Slovenia and 

Germany: on the 30th of May mi-

grants took the floor, crossing the 

borders that divide us. Dozens of 

collectives, groups and associations 

of migrants who in these months of 

crisis Coronavirus have not stopped 

fighting responded to the statement #breakingisolation and the call for the 30th of May. In 

Paris, a huge march took the streets of the city to demand permanent and immediate 

regularisation for all. Despite the fact that the city administration tried to prevent it in the 

name of social distancing and despite the fact that the police attacked the parade gathered 

in the Place de la République, participation was very high. In Bologna, hundreds of migrants 

took back the square after months and came out of invisibility. Where it was not possible to 
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demonstrate, messages of support circulated underlining the need and the will to speak with 

one voice from now on.

For the first time, a transnational initiative by and for migrants to claim an unconditional Eu-

ropean residence permit has united the two shores of the Mediterranean. Their voice has joi-

ned the hundreds of thousands of voices of Afro-Americans, blacks, Latinos, migrants and 

others who, from Minneapolis to New York, from Memphis to Seattle, are protesting against 

police violence and stifling institutional racism.

On the 30th of May, migrants made it clear that 

their freedom cannot be chained to temporary 

regularization and linked to the exploitation of 

their work. Governments and masters have defi-

ned migrant labour as essential in the health and 

economic emergency, but migrants’ lives continue 

to be non-essential to them. In Lebanon, Morocco, 

Turkey, refugees and migrants are put to work in 

slave conditions, unable to move since the borders 

were closed. In logistic warehouses, in camps, in 

factories all over Europe, refugees are recruited to 

replace those who have fallen ill or refuse to work 

in total insecurity. This exploitation is legitimised 

by some European governments with their tempo-

rary regularizations. The blackmail of documents 

forces migrants and refugees everywhere to ac-

cept any work and wage conditions, but it cannot force them to remain silent. Seasonal 

labourers, (health-)care and domestic workers, as well as logistics and industrial workers: 

migrants know that in order to gain a better life they have to fight daily against exploitation 

but also against the violence, that a few days ago killed 26 Bangladeshi migrants in Libya. This

violence affects women twice over, chasing them in their countries of origin, in the homes 

and businesses where they work, in detention and reception centres. Migrant women have al-

ways fought and for this reason in the square they said: ‘we avoided the rifle, we avoided ma-

laria, maltreatment, exploitation: this is not the disease that can stop us! We migrant women 

cannot be invisible! Our life is essential: we want a residence permit and we want to be free’! 

On the 30th of May migrants broke the silence and started a transnational struggle that no 

one can squelch. Migrants have broken the isolation, now it is time to strengthen transnatio-

nal communication to break the chains of institutional racism that cages migrant labour.

HTTPS://WWW.TRANSNATIONAL-STRIKE.INFO/2020/06/01/THE-ISOLATION-IS-BROKEN-A-TRANSNATIO-

NAL-STRUGGLE-FOR-A-EUROPEAN-RESIDENCE-PERMIT/

OUTLOOK

25.-29.08.2020 LEIPZIG AND ONLINE: CONGRESS FUTURE FOR ALL:

It’s time for visionary politics
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Instead of letting the 

climate crisis and the rise of 

the right get us down, at 

the congress we will 

develop, share and discuss 

visions of society which go 

beyond the need for 

capitalist growth.

We want to bring people to-

gether who are working on a better future in very different ways: in practice and in theory, in 

social movements and in media, in education and politics, trade unions and NGOs. The 

congress will be a place for everyone who likes contemplating utopias and transformation, 

whether you’re new to the field or have been around for years.

We do not want to craft a master plan for the future. Instead, we will gather diverse ideas on 

how everything could be different from today. We want to empower each other and make 

plans on how to achieve our goals together.

HTTPS://ZUKUNFTFUERALLE.JETZT/

About the Thematic Focus on freedom of Movement the working group has written: „The 

vision of freedom of movement means: equal rights for all people, in all areas of society and 

at all political levels. 2020: Today, local initiatives and city administrations are beginning to 

put this demand into practice as Solidarity Cities. Central basic needs such as housing, educa-

tion and health care are combined with the major meta-questions of climate justice and over-

coming capitalist economy. Together we want to put an end to patriarchy as well as to Euro-

centrism and colonialism in history and the present. Our Utopia 2038: National borders have 

become permeable for self-determined migration; deportations and drowning in the Medi-

terranean belong to the past. Infrastructures that are necessary for the desired freedom of 

movement are being built by neighbourhoods and transnational social movements. The state 

side also supports these structures. Everyone is working to overcome their own borders in 

their minds and thus all forms of exclusion. And in 2048? Are closed borders still conceivable 

for us then? What will we be fighting for at that time?

Submissions can deal with the following questions, for example:

What do utopias of freedom of movement look like? How can strategies be sensibly combi-

ned and complemented? Which alliances do we need? Which im- pulses from the Global South

and other movements are relevant for struggles for freedom of movement? How can the Eu-

ropean border regime be replaced by alternatives based on solidarity?

Who does the track address in particular?

In the struggle for freedom of movement we must be many. We want to address all those 

who deal with the above topics and questions. Whether from personal experience or from an 

activist, artistic, scientific, professional perspective and whether recently or for a longer peri-

od of time, it does not matter. While the topic is important for everyone, we especially invite 

Black, Indigenous and People of Colour, queer people and people from the Global South. In 

the same way, interested people who are mainly working on other topics are also invited to 

network.“
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MORE TO READ (IN GERMAN): HTTPS://ZUKUNFTFUERALLE.JETZT/2020/03/11/BEWEGUNGSFREIHEIT-

FUER-ALLE/

 

02. - 05.09.2020 TRANSNATIONAL DEZENTRALIZED ACTIONDAYS  5 YEARS AFTER 
THE MARCH OF HOPE 
TRANSBORDER! - CALL FOR SUPPORT & PARTICIPATION

Freedom of movement online conference in July 2020 and transnational action days in Sep-

tember 2020

Last year in July at the transborder summer camp near Nantes more than 500 activists from 

more than 90 cities discussed their struggles for freedom of movement and equal rights, ex-

changed on their experiences and came up with ideas on how to continue the fight. A year la-

ter the corona virus and state reactions stirred up plans for 2020, but the need for transbor-

der activities has only grown in the face of the current situation. During the last year, in many 

discussions and encounter the idea to celebrate the fifth anniversary of the March of Hope 

and to reflect on the continuation of the fight for freedom of movement 5 years after the cri-

sis of the EU border regime has again and again popped up. Therefore, a lose bunch of acti-

vists - among them people form We´ll come United, Afrique Europe Interact, Peng, Alarm 

Phone, Solidarity City Frankfurt, Noborder Frankfurt and the transborder network - discussed

how to continue the idea and came up with a two-step proposal:

1. Online Conference „Freedom of movement in (post) corona times“ in July (probably the 

11.07. or 18.07.2020): One year after the transborder summer camp we want to create a digi-

tal transnational exchange, in which we discuss about the new challenges through the virus 

but also about common practical steps on a transnational level. The idea is to include both, 

strategic debates as well as the concrete steps for the action days in September 2020.

2. Transnational action days in September 2020: The idea is to mobilize transnationally 

around the fifth anniversary of the March of Hope in the first week of September (02. until 

05.09.2020). Exactly five years after the historical break-through against the EU border re-

gime, we want to show the variety of daily struggles and the supportive transnational net-

works. In manifold local and regional activities, in virtual spaces but also - as much as possible 

- on the streets and possibly along the routes of flight and migration we want to protest and 

to demonstrate for freedom of movement and equal rights. As a first idea five strands were 

proposed along which we could discuss the various foci and references of these action days:

- March of hope: in relation to the impressive days of September 2015 in and around Buda-

pest;

 - #leavenoonebehind: The Hashtag has become the focal point for the evacuation of the 

camps on greek islands and the closure of refugee camps in general;

 - From sea to the cities: The slogan combines the missions at sea with the demand for com-

munal reception in the desired destination-cities of refugees and migrants. Those active in 

sea rescue meet with mayors and municipalities as well as with initiatives of „Seabridge“ and 

"Solidarity Cities“ to establish concrete corridors of solidarity;

- Racist terror attacks & murders: The fight against right-wing violence throughout Europe 

also means to discuss structural dimensions of racism in the wider public. From a German 

perspective the racist terror attack in the City of Hanau on the 19.02.2020 is a crucial point of 
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reference as it has become the horrible climax of right-wing terror attacks in post-WWII Ger-

many;

- Migrantifa: During the last year several Migrantifa groups emerged to combine antifascism 

with antiracist perspectives and the demands from migratory communities;

- Anti-Deportation: the resistance against deportations and the demand for the right to stay 

are crucial daily struggles everywhere all over Europe and beyond.  

With both steps, with the online conference in July and also with the action days in Septem-

ber, we are still in the very beginning of preparation and concepts. We want to modulate or 

even interconnect both ideas with other already ongoing or planned networking processes. 

We hope that more of you will join the exchange and planning process, we are happy about 

any feedback and support.

CONTACT US, IF YOU ARE INTERESTED OR IF YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS OR IDEAS: TRANSBORDERAC-

TION2020@SYSTEMLI.ORG 
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